THE RENOIR
Wine Displayer - SR001

PRODUCT FEATURES

Zeronext technology
Powered by Zeronext technology which provides 3 key benefits:
Quiet: This system produces less than half the noise of a typical wine
cooler
Maintains a consistent temperature throughout the interior and stabilizes
the temperature of the wine within 1/4 a degree*
Vibration free zone: Virtually eliminates all the internal vibrations
common in a typical wine cooler leaving your wine collection undisturbed
*Storage temperature can easily be set between 12°C - 17°C with the digital
thermostat.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Pocket doors

Would you leave an original Rembrandt in your basement to collect dust
where no one could see it? Then why store a bottle of Chateau Lafite or
any of your most prized wine in a place that goes unnoticed. Our
contemporary wine display showcases each and every bottle from the
outside. Named after the late French painter Pierre-Auguste Renoir, the
Silhouette Renoir is the industry’s first solid-state wine display with looks
rivalling that of the world’s most beautiful works of art. Don’t just collect
wine; showcase your collection with a functional wall-mounted display.*
* Professional Installation Required. Must be secured to a structurally
sound wall with mounting bracket

Pocket doors discreetly mounted in the side walls allow for easy removal
of an individual bottle of wine without disturbing its neighbours, and a
convenient door alarm will chime if the door is not fully closed.*
At under 10” deep this beautiful display can be mounted to any stable wall
with minimal impact to space of the room.
The energy efficient LED lighting includes three settings: On, Off, or Motion
Activated which illuminates the cabinet as people approach, then turns off
automatically.
The triple pane Low E glass protects your wine collection from harmful UV
light
*Note: Installation requires a minimum of 10” of clearance to the left and
right of the unit and 10” above.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions
Width

Picture Frame
71cm

28.125"

Depth

24cm

9.43"

Height

208cm

82.065"

Customize the Renoir to your décor with by dressing it up with picture
frame trim. Either purchase our Silhouette frame pictured here or the
mounting kit and have your cabinet maker customize a frame to your liking

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

Shipping Details
Shipping Depth

38cm

15 6/16"

Shipping Width

78cm

31 2/16"

Shipping Height

221cm

87"

Shipping Weight

129kg

286lbs

www.silhouetteappliances.com

Capacity
Bottle Capacity

30 (750mL)

Temperature Range
Temperature

Low: 12.2 °C

High: 17.2 °C

WARRANTY
Includes a 3 year in-home warranty on parts and labour. Installation and
yearly maintenance (cleaning) are not covered under warranty. Panel ready
kit purchased separately.
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We can make elegance look effortless, but it is always evolving. This is why our specifications may also change along the way, so these specifications are
subject to change without notice. MSRP is Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price and may not necessarily be the price at which the product is sold.

